Using simultaneous acquisition from multiple channels of a radio-frequency (RF) coil array, magnetic resonance inverse imaging (InI) achieves functional MRI acquisitions at a rate of 100 ms per whole-brain volume. InI accelerates the scan by leaving out partition encoding steps and reconstructs images by solving under-determined inverse problems using RF coil sensitivity information. Hence, the correlated spatial information available in the coil array causes spatial blurring in the InI reconstruction. Here, we propose a method that employs gradient blips in the partition encoding direction during the acquisition to provide extra spatial encoding in order to better differentiate signals from different partitions. According to our simulations, this blipped-InI (bInI) method can increase the average spatial resolution by 15.1% (1.3 mm) across the whole brain and from 32.6% (4.2 mm) in subcortical regions, as compared to the InI method. In a visual fMRI experiment, we demonstrate that, compared to InI, the spatial distribution of bInI BOLD response is more consistent with that of a conventional echo-planar imaging (EPI) at the level of individual subjects. With the improved spatial resolution, especially in subcortical regions, bInI can be a useful fMRI tool for obtaining high spatiotemporal information for clinical and cognitive neuroscience studies.
Introduction
The acquisition time for whole-brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data is limited by the time required to traverse the k-space. The data acquisition can be completed by either in a set of 2D k-space trajectories across slices or in a single 3D k-space trajectory covering the whole imaging volume. Conventional functional MRI (fMRI) (Belliveau et al., 1991 ) using blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1990) is usually accomplished by the echo-planar imaging (EPI) (Mansfield, 1977) . Considering thestate-of-the-art gradient slew rate and maximal strength, EPI can complete the 2D k-space traversal in approximately 40 ms per slice or 2 s with the whole brain coverage. The quest for higher temporal resolution in fMRI has been motivated by its potential to detect and to suppress physiological fluctuations in order to increase the sensitivity of detecting brain activity Lin et al., 2012) . Likewise, high-speed echo-volumar image (EVI) integrated with parallel imaging could resolve the physiological signal fluctuation to increase the sensitivity in event-related fMRI (Posse et al., 2012; Witzel et al., 2011 Witzel et al., , 2008 . In addition, higher temporal resolution of fMRI has been suggested to be beneficial for improving the power of detecting neuronally related timing information and connectivity among brain areas (Deshpande et al., 2010; Feinberg et al., 2010; Kayser et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2013; Roebroeck et al., 2005) .
One approach in accelerating the fMRI data acquisition is to optimize the k-space trajectory and the corresponding reconstruction method. This can be achieved by using partial k-space sampling (Feinberg et al., 1986; McGibney et al., 1993) , compressed sensing (Lustig et al., 2007) , or exploiting a priori information (Tsao et al., 2001 ), such as key-hole imaging (Jones et al., 1993; van Vaals et al., 1993) and singular-valuedecomposition MRI (Zientara et al., 1994) . As the technology of radiofrequency (RF) receiver coil array advances, parallel MRI methods, which simultaneously acquire MRI data from multiple channels of RF coil array, have become a method of reducing the scanning time. Parallel MRI methods, such as the k-space SMASH (Sodickson and Manning, 1997) and GRAPPA (Griswold et al., 2002) , or the image domain SENSE (Pruessmann et al., 1999) method, reduce the acquisition time by reducing the k-space traversal at a cost of reduced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In fMRI, parallel MRI has been successfully combined with the gradient-echo EPI to achieve accelerated acquisitions (Preibisch et al., 2003; Schmidt et al., 2005) . It has also been demonstrated that incorporating static a priori information can further improve the sensitivity of fMRI (Lin et al., 2005) .
The inverse imaging (InI) method (Lin et al., 2006 ) is a further generalized parallel MRI method for 3D volumetric acquisition by leaving out all partition-encoding steps. Consequently, the volumetric brain is projected along the partition-encoding direction onto a single plane. InI is closely related to the MR-encephalography (Hennig et al., 2007) . InI reconstructs a 3D image from a set of 2D projection images from different channels of an RF coil array using the coil sensitivity information. Mathematically, the image reconstruction is performed by solving a set of underdetermined linear systems. Combined with the echo shifting technique (Chung and Duerk, 1999) , the sampling rate of whole-brain InI can become as high as 40 Hz . While InI allows for a very high temporal resolution, the attainable spatial resolution depends on the available spatial information in the RF coil array. Correlated coil spatial information will cause spatial blurring in the InI reconstruction. One strategy to improve the spatial resolution is through the use of a more sophisticated reconstruction algorithm, such as reconstructing the images in k-space or using spatial filtering Liou et al., 2011) . Another strategy is to modify the data acquisition by collecting data from multiple projections instead of one single projection (Tsai et al., 2012) .
In this study, we aim to improve the spatial resolution of InI by modifying the spatial encoding in the pulse sequence. Specifically, InI was integrated with the "blipped-CAIPI" acquisition (Setsompop et al., 2012) to create the "blipped-InI" (bInI) method. The blipped-CAIPI technique has been used in the Simultaneous MultiSlice (SMS) acquisition, which spatially shifts the aliasing patterns of simultaneously acquired slices. This is achieved by applying additional slice-selection gradient blips concurrently with the EPI phase-encoding blips. The additional slice-selection gradient blip provides additional encoding that helps differentiate signal from different slices and thereby reduces the noise amplification (g-factor) penalty. In this work, we applied the blipped-CAIPI acquisition concept to InI in order to reduce spatial blurring. In the following sections, we first introduced the bInI acquisition and reconstruction method. We then quantitatively characterized the spatial resolution and localization accuracy of bInI using synthetic data. Finally, we performed in vivo experiments of event-related BOLD fMRI using bInI. These BOLD responses were then compared with the BOLD responses obtained from standard EPI and InI experiments. The simulation results suggested that, compared to InI, bInI can improve the spatial resolution up to 33% and localization accuracy more than 100% in subcortical regions. Compared to InI, the fMRI experimental results using bInI showed improvement in the robustness of activation maps.
Theory

Pulse sequence of blipped InI
Without losing generality, we use x, y, and z axes to represent the axis along read-out, phase-encoding, and partition-encoding directions, respectively. Fig. 1(a) shows the pulse sequence diagram of the bInI, where α denotes the flip angle. This pulse sequence diagram is similar to the conventional single-slice 2D EPI acquisition, except additional partition-encoding gradient (G z ) blips and slab-selective RF pulse. These additional G z blips are of the same patterns to the ones used in the blipped-CAIPI acquisition sequence for the Simultanous MultiSlice (SMS) acquisition (Setsompop et al., 2012) . These G z blips are in synchrony with the phase-encoding gradient (G y ) blips in order to provide extra spatial encoding along the z axis. Two variants of G z blips are shown in Figs. 1a and b, which achieve in-plane shift of FOV/2 (Fig. 1a) and FOV/3 (Fig. 1b) . The gradient moment of the G z blips in the bInI pulse sequence can be expressed as
where β denotes a real-number scale factor, γ denotes the gyromagnetic ratio, and FOV z denotes the length along partition encoding direction. Δk z is the minimum spacing in k-space along the k z direction. For the SMS acquisition, the G z blip encoding creates an inter-slice image shift along the phase encoding (PE) direction between simultaneously excited slices (Breuer et al., 2005; Lee et al., 1995; Setsompop et al., 2012) . The effect of this blip encoding on volumetric bInI is different from the multi-slice acquisition. Fig. 2 shows the principle of bInI encoding for the case of in-plane FOV/2 shift and |β| of 1. The red dashed lines in the left-most image in Fig. 2a delineate image partitions (obtained after all partition encoding steps). Since G z blips always have zero gradient moments in odd phase encoding lines, the G z blips only introduce phases in even phase encoding lines. Moreover, different phase offsets are introduced by the G z blips in the even k-space lines for different partitions. Considering the case that the partition s2 is at the scanner iso-center and thus has no phase offset. On the contrary, G z blips introduce − π/4 and π/4 at partitions s1 and s3 respectively, which are at the position 3/8 and 5/8 of the FOV in the partition encoding direction. These phase modulations on different phase encoding lines of the different partitions are marked at the right margin of s1, s2, and s3 panels in Fig. 2a . In the image space, these k-space phase modulations cause spatial shifts of FOV/2 along the phase encoding direction for all partitions but with different weighting for different partitions, as shown in Fig. 2b . The top row in Fig. 2b shows the images in representative partitions without the phase modulation introduced by G z blips. The middle row shows the phase offsets introduced by G z blips. The modulated slice images are shown in the bottom row. Using such G z blips, strong N/2 ghost is observed in the partitions toward the edge of the excitation volume, while central slices show relatively weak N/2 ghost. In accelerated bInI acquisition, all the partition encoding steps are removed and consequently all the partitions are integrated, as shown in the rightmost images in Fig. 2b . Note that the similar analysis principal can be applied to other type of shifts such as FOV/3.
As the SMS method can be formulated as a 3D encoding framework , the concept of bInI can be understood in 3D k-space as well. Fig. 3 shows the k-space trajectories of InI and blipped Fig. 1 . The blipped-InI pulse sequences to achieve (a) FOV/2 and (b) FOV/3 in-plane shifts. In (a), the G z blips change the polarity alternatively between read-outs but have the same magnitude of gradient moment. Such G z blips can induce FOV/2 in-plane shift. In (b), the G z blips have the repetitive "up-up-down" pattern across read-outs. The downward G z blips have twice the gradient moment of the upward G z blips. Such G z blips can introduce FOV/3 in-plane shift.
InI in k y -k z plane. The circles represent the fully sampled k-space lines along k x -dimension (readout). The white dots represent the skipped k-space lines and black dots represent the acquired ones. The 3D k-space pattern of InI is a k x -k y plane while the pattern of blipped InI is in zig-zag shape. Although the blipped size βΔk z in Fig. 3 is 1 · Δk z , β can be set as any other value. The spatial encoding in k z direction provides bInI extra spatial information to reconstruct the full 3D k-space data.
Blipped-InI reconstruction
The raw data acquired from each channel of the coil array was first reconstructed using a standard 2D Fourier transformation, resulting in a time series of complex-valued projection images (similar to the one shown at the bottom right of Fig. 2b ). Next, we employed the DRIFTER algorithm (Särkkä et al., 2012) to estimate and to separate the cardiac (0.75 Hz-2.5 Hz) and respiratory (0.083 Hz to 0.5 Hz) fluctuations from the fMRI signal. Volumetric spatial reconstruction was performed after suppressing physiological noises. The previously proposed InI acquisition method causes each vector consisting of image pixels of the same frequency/phase encoding but different partition encoding integrated into one projection voxel. These projection voxels are independent to each other, and can be reconstructed independently. However, in bInI, projection voxels are mutually dependent because of the different introduced spatial shifts along the phase encoding direction in different partitions (as shown in Fig. 2 ). This causes a single voxel in 3D is related to multiple phase encoding and partition encoding positions in the accelerated projection image. Hence, spatial reconstruction should be performed with the consideration of such correlation. Specifically, for a projection image at time instant t, we cascaded all phase encoding image voxels with their frequency encoding index x i (1 ≤ x i ≤ N x ) from all channels in a coil array into one [N y × n c ]-by-1 vector y(t), where N y denotes the number of image pixels along the phase encoding direction and n c denotes the number of channels in an RF coil array. Each image plane consisting of the same frequency encoding indices but different phase encoding and partition encoding indices can be reconstructed independently. To simplify the notation, we leave out the explicit x-coordinate dependency (x i ) in the following description. The vector y(t) is linearly related to the image vector to be reconstructed
where s(t) is a [N y × N z ]-by-1 image vector to be reconstructed, and
forward matrix, mapping the signals from the phase-partition encoding (y-z) plane to one vector of observed signal in the accelerated image across n c -channel in the coil array.
The forward matrix A consists of three components: spatial integration along the partition encoding direction due to leaving out partition encoding steps in the accelerated acquisition (projection matrix), spatial encoding due to G z blips, and RF coil sensitivity. Let A c denotes a part of the forward matrix related to channel c i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n c . A c can be written explicitly as a product of three matrices describes the blip encoding introduced by z blips and can be derived either theoretically from a given blip encoding scheme or empirically from InI reference scans in order to account for possible imperfection in gradient encoding.
is to calculate the phase modulation in the k-space for each partition. With the empirical approach, we started from the full 3D k-space data of bInI and InI reference scans (with all partition encoding steps). The phase modulation can then be estimated by subtracting the phase of the even k-space lines between InI and bInI data. To achieve a good estimate, only the central two even k-space lines were used because they had higher SNR. With the theoretical approach, the phase modulation (at even phase encoding lines) at partition z i can be calculated as
where d z i denotes the distance away from the iso-center in the partition encoding direction and z i = 1, …, N z , which denotes the number of partitions. In this study, we found marginal differences in phase introduced by z blips based on these two approaches. denote image vectors of bInI and InI, respectively. FFT{•} denotes the discrete Fourier transform and ⊗ denotes circular convolution. Mathematically, the circular convolution operation can also be rewritten as a matrix-vector product with identity matrix I N y in Eq. (7), the blip encoding matrix can be derived analytically
Combining all the A blip c i ;z i with z i = 1, …N z , the blip encoding matrix for channel c i is
The projection matrix A proj c i described the projection operation due to omitting all partition encoding steps and can be formulated as
The dimension of A 
Eq. (2) is then whitened to equalize the sensitivity of all channels. The spatially whitened signal equation becomes
Solving the s(t) in Eq. (12) is an ill-posed inverse problem. One common choice is the minimum-norm estimate (MNE) (Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1984; Lin et al., 2006) . Repeating this inversion procedure over y(t) of the different frequency encoding indices yields the volumetric reconstruction of dynamic images. Fig. 4 illustrates the procedure of spatial reconstruction.
For each voxel in the reconstructed 3D volume, the hemodynamic response (HDR) is separately estimated by using the standard general linear model (GLM) framework (Friston et al., 1995a (Friston et al., , 1995b (Friston et al., , 1995c ).
We use finite impulse response (FIR) basis functions to model the HDR to avoid bias in estimating the shape of HDRs. The FIR bases are temporally synchronized to the onsets of the stimuli, spanning over a 30 s period, including a 6 s pre-stimulus baseline and 24 s post-stimulus interval. Since InI/bInI data are sampled at 10 Hz, FIR bases consist of 300 temporally shifted discrete delta functions. To obtain statistical inferences, the noise level of the reconstructed volumetric images is estimated from the pre-stimulus baseline. Using these noise estimates, dynamic statistical parametric maps (dSPM) are derived as the ratio of the MNE values over the baseline noise estimates at each voxel. The dSPM follows a t distribution-like under the null hypothesis of no hemodynamic response (Dale et al., 2000) . Since the number of samples used to calculate the noise variance is high (60 in this study), the t distribution approaches the normal distribution and the t-statistics approximates the z-scores.
Materials and methods
Participants
Four healthy participants, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were recruited for this study. Informed consent for this study was obtained from each participant in accordance with the experimental protocol approved by the Massachusetts General Hospital Institutional Review Board.
Task
Subjects were instructed to maintain fixation at the center of a screen while viewing a high-contrast visual checkerboard, with contrastreversing at 8 Hz. The checkerboard subtended 20°of visual angle and was generated from 24 evenly distributed radial wedges (15°each) and eight concentric rings of equal width. The two central concentric rings were removed to avoid potential blurring of the foveal BOLD signal across hemispheres. The stimuli were presented using Presentation (Version 14.9; Neuro Behavioral Systems, Albany, CA). The reversing checkerboard stimuli were presented for duration of 500 ms and the onset of each stimulus was randomized with the minimum inter-stimulus interval of 2 s. Forty stimuli were presented in three 180-s runs, resulting in a total of 120 stimuli for each participant. Half of the visual stimuli were presented on the left and the other half on the right visual hemifield. In addition, a cross hair was shown in the center of the screen to assist the participant in maintaining eye fixation. The cross hair was occasionally changed to an upside-down "T" for 600 ms and then changed back to a regular cross hair. Within any second, the cross hair changes and checkerboard flashing did not occur synchronously. The participants were instructed to push a button on a response box whenever the crosshair changed, and these responses were recorded to confirm accurate performance and compliance with the task instructions.
Blipped-InI acquisition
Data was collected on a 3 T MRI scanner with a body transmit coil and a 32-channel head receiving coil array (Tim Trio, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). To demonstrate the benefit of bInI, for each subject, task data was collected using conventional EPI, InI, and bInI. The InI and bInI acquisitions used EPI frequency encoding along the inferior-superior direction and phase encoding along the leftright direction. A slab-selective RF pulse was used to achieve whole brain magnetization excitation. InI and bInI reconstruction requires a reference scan that provides coil sensitivity maps and allows for the construction of a forward matrix for spatial encoding. InI and bInI replaced partition encoding steps with an image reconstruction algorithm that solves a set of inverse problems along the partition encoding (anterior-posterior) direction to achieve acceleration. Moreover, the bInI reference scan estimated the additional phase shifts introduced in even k-space lines of each partition.
The multi-shot InI reference scan used the following imaging parameters: TR = 100 ms, TE = 30 ms, bandwidth = 2056 Hz/pixel; FOV = 256 × 256 × 256 mm 3 ; image matrix = 64 × 64 × 64; and flip angle = 30°. The bInI reference scan used the same parameters with InI reference scan except the additional z blips which had the gradient moment of βΔk z . The total acquisition time for the both types of reference scans was 12.8 s with 64 TRs allowing the coverage of a volume comprising 64 partitions with 2 repetitions. For InI and bInI functional scans, we used the same volume prescription, TR, TE, flip angle, and bandwidth as those in the reference scan. The principal difference was that the partition encoding was removed so that a coronal projection image was obtained from each channel of the coil array. The InI and bInI reconstruction algorithm, described in the previous section, was then used to estimate the spatial distribution of magnetization along the anterior-posterior direction. In each run, we collected 1800 measurements after 60 dummy measurements in order to reach the longitudinal magnetization steady state. Totally 3 runs of data were acquired from each participant. In addition to functional scans, restingstate InI and bInI acquisitions were also collected for 1 min to estimate the noise covariance matrix.
For comparison, typical multi-slice EPIs were also acquired with TR = 2 s, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, bandwidth = 2442 Hz/pixel, FOV = 192 × 192 × 115.5 mm 3 , and image matrix size = 64 × 64 × 33. Three runs of EPI data were collected. Each run lasted for 3 min.
Anatomical imaging
Structural MRI data for each participant was also collected using a conventional T1-weighted 3D imaging sequence (MPRAGE; TR/TE/ TI = 2530/3.03/1100 ms, flip angle = 7°, partition thickness = 1.0 mm, image matrix = 256 × 224, 192 partitions, and field-of-view = 25.6 cm × 22.4 cm). Using this data, the gray-white matter boundary for each participant was estimated by FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh. harvard.edu/), which uses an automatic segmentation algorithm to yield a triangulated mesh model with approximately 340,000 vertices Fischl et al., 2001 Fischl et al., , 1999 ). This anatomical model was then used to facilitate mapping of the structural image from native anatomical space to a standard cortical surface space Fischl et al., 1999) . To transform the functional results into this cortical surface space, InI and bInI reference scans were spatially co-registered with the native space anatomical data using FLIRT (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/ fsl), estimating a 12-parameter affine transformation between the volumetric InI reference and the MPRAGE anatomical space. The resulting spatial transformation was subsequently applied to each time point of the reconstructed InI and bInI hemodynamic estimates, to spatially transform the BOLD signal estimates to a standard cortical surface space Fischl et al., 1999) . We also utilized FreeSurfer to label the subcortical regions of the InI and bInI data to enable evaluation of spatial resolution and localization for the subcortical region, in addition to whole brain evaluation (see section below).
Spatial resolution and localization accuracy evaluation
We performed calculations to quantify the spatial resolution and localization accuracy of InI and bInI reconstructions. The reference scan in each channel of the coil array was synthetically averaged across partitions in order to simulate the InI acquisitions. To simulate bInI acquisition, the blip encoding matrix of every partition (see A blip c i ;z i in Eq. (7)) needed to be calculated before spatial integration along the partition encoding direction. To compare between different blip encoding schemes as shown in Fig. 1 , we calculated the blip encoding matrices of FOV/2 and FOV/3 cases with blip size of Δk z . We also calculated the blip encoding matrix of FOV/2 with blip size of Δk z , 2Δk z , 4Δk z , 6Δk z , to examine the effect of different β. The isocenter is always set at the center of the image volume. The simulated acceleration scan of bInI was synthesized by averaging across partitions after adding blip phase modulations.
The performance of the reconstruction can be quantified using similar procedure as in MEG source analysis . The spatial resolution can be estimated by calculating the point spread function (PSF) at each location as
where d r r′ denotes the distance between the true source at the location r and the source estimate at the location r′.ŝ r r ′ denotes the source estimate at the location r′ while the true source is at the location r. PSF r is the point spread at the location r.
The localization accuracy is evaluated by the SHIFT metric, which is defined as denotes the distance between the true source at location r and the maximum source estimate at the location r m . SHIFT r is the localization error when the true source is at the location r.
Temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) measurement
Temporal SNR (tSNR) has been shown to be a good measure of sensitivity to system instabilities and physiological signal variations Triantafyllou et al., 2005) . The first step of tSNR calculation was to calculate the noise covariance from the time series of resting state images. Then we spatially whitened the MR signal such that the noise signals across different Fig. 5 . The group averaged PSF and SHIFT of InI, bInI with FOV/2 shift, and bInI with FOV/3 shift across the whole brain. Higher PSF value implies lower spatial resolution and higher SHIFT value implies lower localization accuracy. channels were uncorrelated. The mean MR signal intensity of each voxel was averaged over the time series of 50 repetitive frames of signal magnitude. Likewise, the noise variation of each voxel was calculated from the variance of the time series. The voxel-wise MR signal power of each channel was combined using the sum of signal powers of all channels, and noise variation was the sum of noise variances of all channels. The voxel-wise tSNR was the square root of the ratio of signal power to noise variance.
Results
Performance of spatial reconstruction
Fig . 5 shows the group averaged PSF and SHIFT of InI, bInI with spatial shift of FOV/2, and bInI with spatial shift of FOV/3. The minimum magnitude of β in bInI of FOV/2 and FOV/3 is 1. The PSF and SHIFT averaged across i) the whole brain volume and ii) across subcortical regions are listed in Table 1 . bInI with FOV/2 and FOV/3 improves the spatial resolution in subcortical regions by 10.5% (1.6 mm) and 10.7% (1.7 mm) when compared to InI, respectively. In addition, bInI with FOV/2 and FOV/3 improves the localization accuracy in the subcortical regions by 54.6% (1 mm) and 68.6% (1.1 mm) respectively. The bInI with FOV/3 provides slightly more improvement than the FOV/2 case at the expense of potentially lengthened readout time due to a larger gradient moment. Fig. 6 shows the effects of using different gradient moments in the FOV/2 bInI acquisition. The magnitudes of blip gradient moments change between Δk z , 2Δk z , 4Δk z , and 6Δk z . In general, the improvement by bInI is larger over the subcortical regions than over the cortical regions. Compared to InI, bInI with gradient moments of Δk z , 2Δk z , 4Δk z , and 6Δk z improve the spatial resolution in the subcortical regions by 10.5% (1.6 mm), 18.4% (2.7 mm), 32.7% (4.2 mm), and 27.6% (3.7 mm). Likewise, the localization accuracy in the subcortical regions is improved by 54.6% (1.0 mm), 93.3% (1.3 mm), 115.5% (1.5 mm) and 188.2% (1.8 mm) respectively. As the gradient moment increases from 0 to 4Δk z , the PSF and SHIFT progressively decrease. With the gradient moment of 4Δk z , the PSF is generally lower than 13 mm and the SHIFT is mostly lower than 2 mm. However, higher gradient moment does not always result in a better condition of forward matrix. As shown in Fig. 6 and Table 2 , the spatial resolution in the subcortical regions decreases by 0.5 mm on average if the gradient moment is increased from 4Δk z to 6Δk z , despite an improvement in localization accuracy of 0.3 mm on average.
The improvement of spatial resolution and localization accuracy shall come as a result of improved SNR. To test this hypothesis, we reconstructed both InI and bInI resting-state data. The results in Fig. 7 show that the tSNR of bInI is higher than that of InI, particularly in the center region of the brain. More specifically, the averaged tSNR of bInI over the subcortical regions is 122.3, which is 38.3% higher than that of InI. Likewise, the averaged tSNR of bInI over the cortical surface is 111.6, which is 8.2% higher than that of InI. The spatial pattern of SNR improvement in bInI is consistent with the pattern of improvement in spatial resolution and localization accuracy (Fig. 6) .
fMRI experiments Fig. 8 shows the progressive average of BOLD signal of the conventional EPI, InI and bInI on an inflated cortical surface across four participants. Specifically, the top, middle and bottom rows of Fig. 8 Table 1 The PSFs and SHIFTs of InI, bInI with FOV/2, and bInI with FOV/3. The size of the blip gradient moment of both FOV/2 and FOV/3 is Δk z . The PSF and SHIFT are averaged either over the whole brain volume or the subcortical regions. respectively show the spatial distributions of the normalized HDR of EPI, InI, and bInI at 4 s after the onset of left hemifield visual stimuli with progressive averaging across four participants. To facilitate better visualization, BOLD signals were scaled so that the maximum and the minimum intensity values represent +/− 75% of the maximum BOLD signal. Both EPI and bInI exhibit strong BOLD signals and similar spatial distributions. Although InI demonstrates similar BOLD activation with EPI in the visual cortex, the negative BOLD signal shown in the cingulated cortex and the corpus callosum is inconsistent with that of EPI. Blipped InI has no such negative BOLD signal. This result seems to lend support to our simulation data, which suggest that bInI can provide substantial reconstruction improvement in the central part of the brain. The stimulus-related visual cortex BOLD signal is clearly observed in the group averaged dSPM. Fig. 9 shows snapshots of bInI in the occipital lobe at every 100 ms. These frames show progressively increased BOLD signal starting at 2 s after the left hemifield visual stimuli onset. The signal decreases to baseline approximately 8 s after the stimuli onset. The data in Fig. 9 suggests that bInI can provide spatiotemporal characterization of BOLD signal of the human visual cortex.
Discussion
This work presents a method of inverse imaging (InI) (Lin et al., 2006 to achieve fast sampling rate (10 Hz with whole brain coverage) in fMRI experiments with improved spatial resolution. InI is fast because of the removal of partition encoding, but has relatively low spatial resolution toward the center of the brain due to insufficient spatial information in channels of a coil array to separate between partitions. Inspired by the blipped-CAIPI method, which utilizes extra sliceselective gradient encoding blips to improve the reconstruction of Simultaneous MultiSlice acquisition, we incorporate these blips into the encoding of InI. The extra slice encoding improves the condition of the forward matrix in the image reconstruction and results in a higher spatial resolution and localization accuracy ( Figs. 3 and 4 ; Tables 1 and 2) .
Previously, we proposed the multi-projection InI (mInI) method (Tsai et al., 2012) to improve the spatial resolution of InI by combining data from the InI acquisitions of different projection planes. However, the acquisition of multi-projection InI requires multiple runs and the inverse calculation in 3D space is computationally demanding if more than two projections are used. In contrast, the bInI can improve spatial resolution and localization accuracy of the reconstructed images without using multiple projections. While the spatial resolution improvement is comparable between multi-projection InI and bInI, advantages of bInI over multi-projection InI are i) the feasibility of studying continuous BOLD time series and their correlation and ii) the elimination of concern on motion artifacts between different mInI reference scans across runs. In addition, bInI utilizes the idle time in slice-selection gradient so the addition of slice-selection blips minimally prolong the readout time and thereby cause neglectable increase in T2* blurring.
Blipped InI is similar to the SMS blipped CAIPI because both methods utilize the same gradient encodings in acquisition. The difference between these two methods is that blipped InI replaces a multiband excitation with a slab selective excitation to achieve 3D single-shot imaging. Currently, whole-brain imaging using the SMS blipped CAIPI acquisition requires 4 or 5 shots (with a similar matrix dimension as used in this study). Multi-shot imaging has concerns about the consistency across RF excitations. Blipped InI, on the other hand, has no such concerns.
For standard fMRI studies, the SMS approaches have advantages over the blipped InI method due to their higher and more uniform spatial resolution. For some fMRI studies, however, the research aims at detailed temporal property of hemodynamic responses. For example, animal studies have shown that sequential neuronal activations can modulate the fMRI signal amplitude at a time scale of tens of milliseconds (Ogawa et al., 2000) . Such studies may also focus on the timefrequency property (Baria et al., 2011) and inter-regional modulation of hemodynamic responses (Chang et al., 2008; Menon et al., 1998) . Additionally, based on numerical simulations from different labs, a faster sampling rate can significantly improve the detection power of effective connectivity (Deshpande et al., 2010; Kayser et al., 2009; Roebroeck et al., 2005) .
The temporal resolution of 200-300 ms should be adequate for normal fMRI studies to filter a large portion of the physiological noise related to cardiac and respiratory fluctuations. However, a resting heart rate up to 100 bpm is still considered normal. The range can be wider in clinical disorders (Kolloch et al., 2008) . To remove these physiological artifacts and their harmonics, the cutoff frequency of a lowpass filter needs to be no lower than 3.3 Hz. In such a case, even a 200 ms/volume sampling rate would not be adequate to completely remove the physiological noise components according to the Nyquist sampling theory.
In our simulation and reconstruction, it was assumed that the phase encodings of the G z gradient blips are constant across the voxel dimension along the image partition. However, additional linear phase encoding component arises due to finite thickness (Δz) of the image partition. This causes through-partition intra-voxel dephasing, similar to the through-slice dephasing in blipped-CAIPI acquisition, which was previously reported in (Setsompop et al., 2012) . This intravoxel dephasing results in signal attenuation, which can be calculated . Stronger blip gradient moment, i.e. larger β, will cause more signal attenuation. For the case of β = 4 and N z = 64, the signal attenuation is 0.64%. Therefore, the throughpartition signal attenuation is very much neglectable if the gradient blip strength is not stronger than 4Δk z . An alternative way other than Eq. (3) for constructing the forward matrix is to describe the whole set in k-space sampling (Pruessmann et al., 1999) . At each k-space sampling point in each channel of the coil array, the acquired data is the spatial integration of spin density weighted by a spatial encoding function composed of spatial harmonic modulation and RF coil sensitivity. Hence, a forward solution can be constructed by stacking rows that describe the spatial encoding function at every voxel in the y-z plane. The linear relationship between the k-space sampling and the image to be reconstructed is similar to Eq. (2), except that y(t) in the image domain is replaced by the k-space acquisition in the frequency domain.
In this study we employed MNE to reconstruct the spatial information but other reconstruction methods can also be considered. On top of the improved condition of the forward matrix in Eq. (2) resulted from additional G z blip, more sophisticated reconstruction methods, such as linear constrained minimum variance (LCMV) and kInI , are expected to bring further spatial resolution improvement.
In summary, our simulation and experimental results suggest that bInI can be used to reduce spatial blurring and localization error of the InI method. Through simulation, we demonstrate the effects of various bInI acquisition schemes with different FOV/n (n N 2) shifts and gradient blip sizes. The empirical data from bInI acquisition also exhibits less physiologically unlikely activity in the subcortical regions when compared to the data from InI acquisition, even when a small blip gradient moment of size Δk z is used. Based on simulation results, the performance of bInI is expected to improve further with larger gradient blip sizes, such as 4Δk z . The spatiotemporal pattern of BOLD activation in bInI is also shown to be consistent with the canonical BOLD response. Given its demonstrated benefits, bInI could be a useful tool for investigating human brain function in cortical and subcortical areas at high spatiotemporal resolution.
